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Abstract. The paper assesses and evaluates quality signals for online platform
projects and motivations for equity crowdfunding which might increase a potential supporter’s propensity to commit his financial resources. Based on a literature
analysis a number of motives that may have an effect on the investment decision
and other non-motivational dimensions are taken into account as they might convey information about the underlying and often not directly observable qualitative characteristics of the business.
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Introduction

Equity crowdfunding describes a phenomenon that allows crowdsourcers to allocate
funds by drawing on financial contributions from a distributed audience of supporters
in exchange of equity or equity-like shares of the business [5]. In this regard, this paper
looks into characteristics which might increase a potential investor’s propensity to commit his financial resources with the focus on start-ups. This question is of practical importance as a broad support from the crowd is the crucial ingredient to make crowdfunding a serious alternative for allocating financial resources. After a literature review
on crowdfunding, it seems reasonable to develop the categories contextual traits (quality signals) and supporters´ motivations [11, 21]. Contextual traits are supposed to enhance a funder’s trust in both, the founder and the potential of the startups underlying
characteristics by providing different signs of quality [21]. These traits stand beside and
independently of the motivational dimensions and are considered to be a prerequisite
for participation. In addition, four motivational categories are identified based on findings by Gerber and Hui [11]. In the next chapter, the motivational and contextual traits
are discussed. Referring to Ordanini et al. we assume the possibility of a coexistence of
these traits in a funder, but that the impact of each dimension might differ among individuals, initiatives and the crowdfunding form [21].
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Motivations of Supporters and Contextual Traits

Considering recent literature covering equity crowdfunding, we suggest two categories
for startup projects which might have a positive impact on the propensity to invest as
depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Motivations of supporters and contextual traits

Category

Motivational or
Contextual Traits

Quality Signals for
Equity CrowdContextual Traits
funding Projects

Collect Rewards

Motivations of
Supporters

Support a Venture

Help Others
Be Part of a Community
2.1

Positive Impact on the Propensity to Invest
 Project Status
 Founder´s Competence
 Frequent Interaction
 Community Effects
 Planning






Selfish Reciprocity
Monetary Return
Product Benefit
Curiosity
Hedonism

 Social Utility
 Innovativeness
 Sense of Identification with Founder
 Favorable Reciprocity
 Altruism
 Social Identification
 Social Recognition

Quality Signals

Several quality signals are likely to be important as they can convey information about
the startups underlying characteristics. These signals are a big issue in financing entrepreneurial projects and might be even more crucial in the context of equity crowdfunding as supporters from the crowd typically consist of less specialized investors having
fewer value-relevant information about the targeted market [23] and are likely to be
less experienced in the evaluation of investment opportunities [2]. Besides, having the
focus on startup financing, where the underlying quality of the young enterprise cannot
be observed directly, such quality signals appear to be of even higher importance compared to the financing of mature businesses. Also empirical findings on reward-based
crowdfunding suggest that the success of an initiative is linked to the underlying project
quality, where initiatives signaling a higher quality level are more likely to be funded
[19]. In this crowdfunding service model, the asymmetry problems basically concern
the entrepreneur’s ability to deliver the product. In the equity setting a reinforcement
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of information asymmetries will arise because it likewise concerns an entrepreneur’s
ability to deliver the product, but also his capability to generate equity value with the
business. Investors in equity crowdfunding are therefore exposed to an unusual high
level of risk and are assumed to put an even higher focus on signals of quality. Within
the contextual trait the dimensions funding status, founder’s competence, frequent interaction, community effects and planning are captured as five potential signals of quality to investors.
Project Status. The project status includes both, the funding status as well as updates
during an equity crowdfunding campaign. By analyzing the creditworthiness of borrowers in a microloan market, Zhang and Liu found strong support of herding behavior
among lenders as funded borrowers tended to attract more funds and it is inferred that
peer lender’s decisions are observed by others and construed as a signal of a higher
creditworthiness [26]. In a non-equity crowdfunding setting, Colombo et al. empirically
showed that the capital raised in the early days of a campaign is a good predictor for an
initiatives funding success [8]. Similar results come from Agrawal et al. who empirically showed that friends and family do invest early in an equity crowdfunding setting
and concluded that these early contributions are likely to have a signal function to other
investors which are, in addition, geographically more diffused [1]. Empirical evidence
from an non-equity crowdfunding context suggest that an crowding-out effect might
appear after the funding status comes close to the targeted amount as the allocated funds
are construed as a sign of sufficient support that an initiative has received [6, 18]. For
the equity crowdfunding models, an opposing effect is assumed as also investment behavior in traditional security markets is positively affected by increasing prior contributions. Also, qualitative and quantitative findings in the field of equity crowdfunding
suggest that in a final stage of a funding round, where the collected funds are close to
the aspired amount, the accumulated sum is again construed as a sign of quality and
positively affects the funding success of an initiative [1, 13]. Moreover, a study by
Block et al. [4] empirically showed that updates since funding start such as new findings
and business information about the development of the start-up can increase the likelihood of successful equity crowdfunding campaigns.
Founder’s Competence. A founder’s or the founding team’s competence is captured as a signal for the trustworthiness of an entrepreneur that might be indicative
of an advanced likelihood for a high quality project outcome. Based on a
quantitative analysis among venture capitalists, Hsu has shown that prior founding
experiences and founding teams with a doctoral degree holder receive higher firm
valuations and are more likely to be funded via a direct venture capital tie [16].
By empirically investigating lending decisions in crowdfunding, Herzenstein et al.
found that especially the number of identity claims of being trustworthy or successful
do increase the individual likelihood of loan funding, whereas other types of claims,
like moral and hardworking, do not have these effects [14]. The results show that social
factors like a founder’s credibleness play an important role in lending decisions.
For equity crowdfunding, a case based analysis has shown that 89% of the investors
agreed that the team appeared competent to them [23] and Ahlers et al. empirically
showed that the entrepreneurs with a higher level of education are more likely to
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attract the crowd’s support as this factors can be indicative of otherwise unobservable entrepreneurial activity [2].
Frequent Interaction. Ramkumar et al. empirically investigated the effects on costumers’ social media participation and showed that high levels of activities and frequent
information on social media platforms are positively associated with the customer’s
encouragement and consequently cause an increase in visits on those sides [22]. In a
non-equity crowdfunding context, studies have outlined the importance of frequent
communication that allow funders to articulate criticism and feedback [9, 19] but also
for the equity crowdfunding setting it is suggested to encourage an active interaction
with the crowd as investors want to support projects in which they can actively participate and provide a valuable contribution.
Community Effects. In a study on crowdfunding journalistic projects, Burtch et
al. empirically examined the role of social influences and showed that the degree of
support is positively associated with the stories’ publication and concluded that the
ability to increase the attention around a project, even for entrepreneurial ventures,
is a chief benefit of the crowdfunding phenomenon [6]. Based on a quantitative
analysis on reward-based crowdfunding, it has been furthermore emphasized that the
number of Facebook friends similarly influences the crowdfunding success positively as they are the first community members around the project who spread
the initial awareness [19]. In a case-based analysis on equity crowdfunding, Schwienbacher and Larralde found that the online community did increase the awareness of
the initiative, but they simultaneously outlined the fact that the web community
might likewise spread critical thoughts that affect the funding negatively [23]. So
project backers might play a crucial role as their feedback, suggestions and
comments might increase the visibility and be used by other investors to anticipate
problems and opportunities and Hornuf et al. considers signaling to be one of the
most important function in crowdfunding as a group of supporters is likely to be from
the startups core market who can be easily mobilized as sales agents in their own social
networks. It is therefore assumed that investors in equity crowdfunding infer a high
quality project from a broad support and user generated content within the online community.
Planning. The last quality signal of the contextual trait is planning and refers to the
business plan an entrepreneur reveals on the crowdfunding platform. The opportunity to participate with small amounts might be used as an argument against the
importance of planning as small investments in crowdfunding do incorporate a lower
risk compared to large amounts that are provided by venture capitalists or business
angels. One might further argue that each minute spend on due diligence of the
business plan for small amounts becomes relatively more expansive compared to
additional efforts spend on analysis for large investment sums. However, by empirically analyzing signals in an equity crowdfunding setting, Ahlers et al. exposed
the importance of financial roadmaps and projections. They showed that startups
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providing no financial forecasts at all do attract fewer investors and funds, revealing
that the planning of an entrepreneur does have a positive signaling value to investors
[2].
2.2

Motivations of Supporters

Collect Rewards. Within the motivational trait of collecting rewards a differentiation
between extrinsic and intrinsic rewards is made as it is assumed that both dimensions
jointly influence the intention regarding an activity as well as the actual behaviors of a
person [7]. For the crowdsourcing environment, in which crowdfunding and also the
equity service-models are rooted, participants are motivated by both, extrinsic and intrinsic rewards. On the one hand there are extrinsic rewards that guide a person’s behavior towards an anticipated particular outcome, where the actual activity is performed
because of goal-driven reasons to obtain some kind of external reward or benefits from
a third part.
Selfish Reciprocity. The first dimension within the extrinsic rewards is selfish reciprocity and it is assumed that investors in equity crowdfunding can also be entrepreneurs at
the same time. Reciprocity can be characterized as a tendency to return helpful acts in
kind, dependent on the perceived intentions behind the action of others [20]. It is considered to be a vigorous parameter influencing human behavior and there is a strong
evidence of reciprocal mechanisms in economic settings, which stands in contrast to
the wide-spread assumption of purely self-interest behavior of economic actors [11].
For crowdfunding, motives of supporters are supposed to be consistent among all
crowdfunding service models. However, people are motivated to fund others because
they expect to attract them as funders for their own crowdfunding project in return.
Later, in the motivational category of supporting others, a second reciprocal variable is
formulated. For selfish reciprocity the funding is performed because of goal-driven reasons to obtain a benefit from a third party by attracting the funded person as a supporter
for the own crowdfunding initiative in return.
Monetary Return. An anticipated monetary return is the second dimension within the
extrinsic rewards as investors in crowdfunding may seek for financial gains with their
participation. As also venture capitalists and business angels investment decisions are
highly driven by financial objectives and as equity gains are the reward component
that makes the equity-service model distinct from crowdfunding, they are assumably
decisive. In a case-based study among investors in equity crowdfunding, Schwienbacher and Larralde found that for nearly 80% of the investors, economic profits
were not a main motive for investing, while they at the same time did not want
to make financial losses with their participation [23]. However, other qualitative findings among supporters in equity crowdfunding indicate that economic goals and the
idea of realizing a monetary return are indeed the most important motives for
participation [21].
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Product Benefit. A personal benefit occurs if an investor personally profits from the
product or service in a way that he experiences an increased utility [25]. In a
crowdsourcing setting, the participation in virtual consumer integration for the development of new products is highly driven by the material outcome itself and less
by the participation in the surrounding community. For equity crowdfunding models
the mixture of pre-ordering and equity characteristics might indeed cause some
form of synergy effects as it enables product enthusiasts to be early shareholders at
the same time. This combination allows to align the incentives of consumers and
product proponents with their means to enhance the value of the firm.
Curiosity. An intrinsic reward might be inherent in the phenomenon of crowdfunding
itself and is directed to the dimension of interest driven behavior. For equity crowdfunding, Ordanini et al. qualitatively showed that funders are attracted by the novelty
of crowdfunding itself, where the engagement in innovative behavior, the utilization of
highly interactive tools and the new underlying technology are the driving motives for
their participation [21]. Especially innovation oriented people might be attracted by the
novelty of crowdfunding in a way that they are curious about the functionality and want
to learn about it.
Hedonism. Another intrinsic reward is directed to the startup itself and has hedonic
causes, referring to the intrinsic dimensions of enjoyment and pleasure. In a quantitative study among business angels financing new and early stage ventures, Sullivan
and Miller (1996) classified three distinct types of investors, including financers
whose participation is not just reasoned by monetary objectives but also influenced by
hedonism. Also, research on equity crowdfunding indicates that fun and enjoyment
can arise from the engagement in a project and from the feeling of being involved
in the exciting adventure of building a project, as well as from observing the
successful realization [23].
Support a venture. Literature on consumer behavior notes that specific investor types
do assimilate personal core values into their regular investment decisions. However, it
is more an alignment of dual goals as these investors are not willing to dismiss their
financial objectives [17]. According to Gerber and Hui and Ordanini et al. the financial
participation in a non-equity crowdfunding context is motivated by the benevolent intention to support the venture of an initiative and it is assumed that also investors in
crowdfunding do not focus much on business plans and collaterals but rather appreciate
the underlying ideas and core values of the enterprise [13, 21]. Within this motivational
trait, social utility and innovativeness are two distinct causes, which might increase a
funder’s propensity to invest.
Social Utility. A social utility arises if the successful realization of the startup is
likely to enhance a societies overall welfare and studies in a non-equity
crowdfunding context have identified social considerations as a crucial motive for
participation [13]. Even though crowdfunding initiatives having a social meaning
are often analyzed in a donation-based setting [23] it is suggested that firms with
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non-profit statuses are indeed the only organizational forms to attract donations
sufficiently, a distinct focus on donation-based crowdfunding could leave out an
important market alternative for the financing of early social ventures. Furthermore,
considerable currents in the field of micro financing suggest that investors do
contemplate the support of projects that incorporate a social meaning. A striking
example that stresses the relevance of social investing is the lending-based crowdfunding platform Kiva.org, a non-profit intermediate where loans are granted to
individuals or entrepreneurial groups without any interests being charged.
Innovativeness. In a case analysis on equity crowdfunding, Schwienbacher and Larralde
found, that investors are interested in investing in new and innovative initiatives, rather
than making financial profits and the supportiveness for innovative projects finds further support in a non-equity crowdfunding setting [23]. Also research on consumer behavior argues that the inherent tendency towards innovation of the consuming population caused the dynamic nature of our marketplace. The integration of a reward-based
compensation might therefore reinforce the orientation towards innovation in the equity
crowdfunding context as it attracts supporters.
Help others. According to qualitative studies, the intention to help other people is
a crucial motive in a reward-based crowdfunding setting [12, 15]. Also empirical
findings on lending-based crowdfunding suggest that the nature of decision is both,
financial and pro social as funders share characteristics with conventional financial
decision making, but simultaneously purpose to help others with their investment,
revealing the importance of supportiveness in a crowdfunding context [12]. In this
motivational trait, a sense of identification with the founder, reciprocal behavior that
is based on favorable intentions and altruistic tendencies are captured as motives
that might induce potential investors to commit their financial resources.
Sense of Identification with Founder. A sense of identification with the founder or
the founding team appears to be crucial determinants for investors in the equity
crowdfunding setting [21]. The relationship between the funder and the entrepreneur
can either be personal or extended and it is assumed that both forms can strengthen
the identification with a crowdfunding initiator and consequently increase a potential funder’s propensity to invest. A personal relationship encompasses the sphere
of family and friend. For this direct relationship, Agrawal et al. empirically
showed a positive effect for participation in an equity crowdfunding setting in
the early stage of an initiatives financing round [1]. Also findings from qualitative
interviews conducted by Gerber and Hui suggest that friend funding is an important
factor and it is inferred that funding decisions are positively influenced on the recommendations of family and friends, which is considered to encompass the sphere of
personal relationships [13]. Extended relationships might likewise cause some form
of identification with the founder and can occur in various shapes as also weaker
interpersonal ties like shared interests between two individuals are suggested to be
decisive in a crowdfunding context [13].
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Favorable Reciprocity. The exchange of a mutual “give and get” does not necessarily
have to take place between two specific parties. Theory on indirect reciprocity suggests
that people feel obliged to help others even if the previous helpful act was not directed
to them but to others [20]. So a feeling of obligation towards a person may arise because
the funder himself has received support from others beforehand and acts in a way to
create a reciprocal balance in society. To recover, reciprocity is considered to be a vigorous parameter that has a great impact on many economic domains (Fehr and Gaechter
2000). By analyzing the role of social capital for early contributions in a reward-based
crowdfunding setting, Colombo et al. found that social norms of reciprocal behavior
have a significant influence on the funding success as founders who have supported
crowdfunding initiatives of others beforehand did receive early capital and backers
faster compared to those who did not support somebody else’s project [8].
Altruism. Altruistic behavior is characterized as an unconditional kindness that is
distinct from the conditional kindness motivated by reciprocity [6]. Altruistic support
finds empirical evidence in a non-equity crowdfunding context [6]. Following the
argument of Agrawal et al., it may also play a significant role in the equity setting
as some investors even support commercial and profit orientated initiatives without
receiving neither a tangible reward nor seeking to derive any other benefit from the
participation in the surrounding online community [1].
Be part of a community. In this motivational trait, a social identification with a community and the pursuit of obtaining social recognition from a group of online peers are
captured as possible motives for participation.
Social Identification. As outlined by the Social Identity Theory, individuals do show
an inherent tendency to classify oneself, but also others, among different social
categories. Qualitative findings indicate that next to the feeling of being obliged to
help other individuals, supporters in reward-based crowdfunding do also show the
desire to be part of a selected crowdfunding community of like-minded peers [13].
The authors conclude that the capability for group identification is a crucial
characteristic of crowdfunding that satisfies the basic human need for belongingness.
In a survey-based study on cognitive, affective and social determinants in open source
communities, Bagozzi and Dholakia found that the effects of social identification
and group membership are crucial motives for the member’s participation [3]. Also
Findings from a case-based analysis on equity crowdfunding indicate that supporters did participate in a closed online group around the project mainly due to
personal relationships with other investors. Despite the fact that the group did
provide the opportunity to create valuable business networks with other professionals, the active involvement was mainly reasoned by common passion and interest
that the community members shared [23].
Social Recognition. The desire to obtain social recognition from a group of online peers
is captured as the last potential motive for investors to support a startup through
equity crowdfunding. Based on a quantitative analysis among members of an open
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source community, Bagozzi and Dholakia showed that next to social identification,
the intention to obtain social status and group-based self-esteem are crucial determinants for the participation as well, acknowledging the social nature within these
communities [3]. Also for the reward-based crowdfunding models, findings from a
qualitative study point towards the fact that supporters desire to be recognized [13].
These characteristics find further support in a case-based analysis on equity crowdfunding which also suggests the desire for social recognition as a decisive motivation for an
investor’s involvement [23].

3

Discussion

In this paper we assess and evaluate quality signals for equity crowdfunding projects
using online platforms. We systematically identified a collection of motivations, which
may have positive impact on the potential investors’ propensity to commit their financial resources. In our study the focus was laid on start-ups.
A number of supporters´ motivations that may have an effect on the investment decision as well as non-motivational dimensions, referred to as contextual traits, are taken
into account as they might convey information about the underlying and often not directly observable qualitative characteristics of the business. By providing different signals of quality, the contextual traits might consequently have an effect on an investor’s
decision for or against a financial participation equity crowdfunding platform project.
However, the investigation has several limitations that might be addressed in
future research. As this paper discusses characteristics based on a qualitative analysis,
future quantitative studies could be conducted to further analyze and reveal interdependencies or even statistical significance concerning these factors and characteristics.
As the literature analysis has mainly focused on characteristics concerning equity
startup projects, future research could be dedicated to other relevant categories, like
established companies or sector-specific enterprises.
Since crowdfunding activities may increase in terms of frequency and in terms of
volume, this type of financing might have impact even on structural issues of financial
markets and/or may lead to shifts in market forces. Although a tendency to regulate
financial markets can be observed e.g. in Europe, equity crowdfunding represents a
viable alternative or enrichment of traditional financial products. At the same time equity crowdfunding may be interpreted as a means of democratization and diversification
in financial markets. The concept of a principal bank to name an example implies strong
financial ties and dependencies as companies highly depend on their financial mainly
institutionalized lenders. Many companies will prefer a diversification in this regard –
even if one lender wants to withdraw his/her investment, the other lenders will not necessarily follow. Many small investors imply increase independence and stability, and
non-institutionalized investors imply more enthusiasm for investment especially into
innovative and/or technology-driven business ideas. Operational overhead may use up
some of the mentioned advantages. A research approach that develops an economic
meta-view explores the question of the overall benefit of equity crowdfunding in terms
of value creation for an economy rather than for specific players.
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